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SEISMIC BEHAVIOUR OF LOW-RISE BUILDINGS 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The present work refers to the seismic behaviour of low-rise buildings with concrete slabs and 

masonry walls or concrete structures presenting composite precast beam block floors. 

Low-rise construction may be defined as a construction, whose dimensions are limited in height as 

well as in plan view. The supporting structure of the first introduced typology (with concrete slabs and 

masonry walls), in the presence of horizontal actions, is mainly consisted of the masonry walls with the 

complement of horizontal members. In Portugal, this is a widely spread kind of buildings, especially in 

rural areas and some particular locations of quite a number of cities, namely in historical centres. 

Regarding the second referred typology (concrete structures presenting composite precast beam 

block floors), the supporting structure that opposes the seismic action is the frame system. 

2. BUILDINGS TYPOLOGY 

2.1 Construction typology evolution 

The building typology is closely related to the structural characteristics, the construction period and 

the technology used in the construction. 

Sousa (2006) defines three large groups of constructive typologies that are present in the 

Portuguese housing universe: (a) masonry buildings which are prior to the concrete, named by 

Appleton (2003) as old buildings, to which masonry buildings of more recent periods are added; (b) 

buildings in which the masonry has structural functions, but that are helped by reinforced concrete 

members; and (c) buildings with concrete structure. In Table 1 a summary of the different kinds of 

buildings and the correspondent primary structural materials is made. 

Table 1: Summary of the different kinds of buildings and the correspondent primary structural materials 

Building kind Primary structural materials used 

Mixed Structure of masonry and concrete or plaque 
(1930 a 1940): Masonry and Concrete 

Low rise confined masonry (>1940) 

Reinforced concrete structure (>1940) Concrete 

It is important to note that the structural masonry buildings have been the most common ones in 

the last decades (consequence of the masonry buildings with reinforced concrete members), in spite 

of their gradual reduction throughout the 20th century, in opposition to what was observed in the 

concrete structures (Sousa 2006). 

2.2 Mixed masonry and concrete structures 

These kinds of buildings’ foundations usually consist of continuous superficial foundations in a way 

of bearing the structural walls. Their constitution is also of stone or brick masonry, similarly to the 

walls. 

The structural walls are generally built without a specific design. However these walls are named 

structural walls, because they play a key role in the building structure, especially towards gravity 

loads, but also in horizontal actions resistance such as wind and earthquakes (Appleton, 2003). 

The pavements are composed of reinforced concrete slabs. In these low-rise buildings the slabs 

unload directly to the structural walls. 

The roof structures of mixed masonry and concrete buildings are made of timber. There is, 

however, a great deal of solutions for geometry, for structural form, as well as isolation and coverings. 
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In Figure 1a) it is illustrated a stone masonry wall and in Figure 1b) an usual roof solution is shown. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 1 a) Stone masonry wall Figure 1 b) Timber roof 

Figure 1: Stone mansonry wall and timber roof solution. 

2.3 Reinforced concrete structures presenting composite precast beam block floors   

In most of the situations, there is an important difference as far as the charges flow is concerned, in 

this building type in opposition to the ones referred in 2.2. In this typology, the pavement unloads onto 

the beams, and then to the columns transferring the charges towards the foundations. In Figure 2 an 

example of this typology is shown. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Reiforced concrete structure presenting composite precast beam block floors. 

The foundations’ structures are usually composed of reinforced concrete superficial foundations. In 

order to avoid differential settlements, the foundations can be connected by means of concrete 

beams. However, this isn’t very common in low-rise buildings, due to their reduced dimensions.  

The pavements constitution has composite precast beams (prestressed), and blocks which have 

formwork function. These blocks may be void blocks of normal concrete, void or solid blocks of light 

concrete, or void ceramic block, being these last ones of more common use.  

The application field of this pavement is mostly recurrent in two-storey houses. Its behaviour is 

similar to a solid concrete slab that has reinforcement in one direction. It is very important to assure 

the adhesive strength between the concrete and the precast beams. In most of the cases, together 

with the concrete, an electro-welded wire mesh is placed on top of the blocks. A representative 

schematic diagram of this type of slab may be observed in Figure 3 a). 

In this pavement solution type, so as to get a better behaviour, solid reinforced concrete areas are 

executed, separated around 2 meters in the perpendicular direction to which the precast beams are 

applied, as represented in Figure 3 b). 
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 Figure 3 a) Representative outline (Brito, 2003)  Figure 3 b) Reinforced concrete solid areas 
 

Figure 3: Composite precast beam block floors. 

3. SEISMIC VULNERABILITY 

The vulnerability of this kind of buildings is, therefore, high being relevant to point out the following 

causes (Coelho 2003): (a) inadequate connections, between the different members; (b) low resistance 

masonry composite materials utilization (blocks and mortar), not properly connected, which 

consequently makes a low quality masonry; (c) low stiffness of the roof in their plan, which may 

compromise the inertia forces transmission to the structural walls; (d) materials ageing and structures 

erosion throughout the time; and (e) introduction of several structural changes, which are not always 

done with proper justification. 

Regarding the reinforced concrete buildings with precast beams pavements, the seismic 

vulnerability is less conditioned by the points a) and b) previously referred, in comparison to the 

typology of mixed masonry and concrete structures, since they have a frame structure and, this way, 

the masonry doesn’t have a structural role. It’s expected that when the conception and execution rules 

are respected, the seismic vulnerability that this kind of buildings will present, is relatively low. 

The critical areas of low-rise buildings are pointed in Figure 4. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Critical areas for seismic action (adapted from Laboratório Nacional de Engenharia Civil, 1982). 
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4. SEISMIC BEHAVIOUR 

The structures seismic behaviour is closely related to a large group of factors, specially the seismic 

action value in the foundation, the constructive typology, the construction quality and a set of 

constructive details. Adding up these factors, the seismic behaviour may be penalized by geometrical 

mistakes throughout the design. 

There are some aspects that give an acceptable behaviour in the presence of a seismic action to a 

low-rise building, being the following aspects worth a special distinction: (a) execution of walls with 

good quality masonry that ensure a group behaviour of the composing blocks; (b) adequate 

foundations in all the walls; (c) good resistance walls in perpendicular directions; (d) avoidance of very 

long walls without transversal bracing; (e) good connections between walls, between wall and roof and 

between wall and foundation; (f) giving the foundations adequate dimensions and characteristics; and 

(g) a proper detailing of the reinforcement in the reinforced concrete members. 

5. RULES OF CONSTRUCTION 

The philosophy of the current rules that are being used in Portugal is that a building resists to an 

earthquake passively freeing energy without loosing resistant capacity, through the reinforcement and 

the concrete. This fact implies that a great amount of damages may occur in the building. However, it 

should maintain its stability by keeping residual resistance ability after the earthquake, in order to save 

human lives. This way, a building should have a high resistance or high deformability without loosing 

its global or local integrity. A structure should be designed in a way that it doesn’t present significant 

damages when a low severity earthquake happens, and in a way that it doesn’t collapse when a 

severe earthquake happens. The buildings should have enough resistance in the critical areas, 

avoiding stress concentrated in the sensitive zones and allowing force redistribution by a bigger 

number of structure members (Oliveira, 2005). This philosophy is also followed by the new rules of 

structures of buildings in seismic areas, Eurocode 8. 

5.1 General rules 

The Eurocode 8 (2004) establishes two fundamental requests to the earthquake-resistant project of 

construction that can be summed up with the following goals: human life protection and reduction of 

economic losses. 

The first goal is associated to the verification of the Ultimate Limit State, which assures a 

resistance and ductility combination of the structural members. The second one is related to the 

Serviceability Limit States that it concerns. 

5.1.1 Location 

Construction should be located preferably in nearly flat terrain, away from high slopes, because it 

would increase the torsional tendency of the building, due to bigger stiffness and worsen of the shear 

forces of the short columns. 

5.1.2 Conceptual design  

In order to achieve a structural system which, within acceptable costs, presents a good seismic 

behaviour, the Eurocode 8 part 1 (Eurocode 8, 2004) provides the following principles: (a) structural 

simplicity; (b) uniformity, symmetry and redundancy; (c) bi-directional resistance and stiffness; (d) 

torsional resistance and stiffness; (e) diaphragmatic behaviour at storey level; and (e) adequate 

foundation. 
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5.2 Walls 

5.2.1 Openings 

The existing openings on a wall may greatly reduce its resistance and stiffness. In order to 

constrain this reduction and, in a certain way, to maintain the construction regularity, the openings 

configuration must follow to the subsequent rules (Carvalho & Oliveira, 1983; City University, 2007): 

(a) the openings must be located away from the wall underneath joists supports; (b) they must be 

located, if possible, in the less loaded walls; (c) to be regularly distributed by the exterior walls being 

distributed symmetrically in plan view; (d) more than one opening in multiple-storey house must be 

vertically aligned; and (e) should not stop continuous reinforced concrete bond beams. 

 In Figure 5 the application of the guidelines for openings in external walls can be seen. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5: Guidelines for openings in external walls (adapted from Carvalho & Oliveira, 1983). 

5.3 Stone masonry 

An earthquake resistant stone masonry construction is shown in Figure 6. 

 
Figure 6: Construction of earthquake-resistant stone mansonry (Tomazevic, 1999). 
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The stone masonry walls must be built applying the following rules: (a) the masonry units should be 

soaked in water in order to prevent quick drying and shrinkage of cement based mortars; (b) masonry 

units should be assembled together in overlapped fashion so that the vertical joints are staggered from 

course to course. To ensure adequate bonding, the units should overlap by a length equal to 0,4 times 

the height of unit or 40 mm; (c) at the corners and wall intersections the overlap should be minimum of 

the width of the units; (d) the same type of masonry units and mortar must be used for structural walls 

in the same storey; and (e) the wall thickness must be maintained constant from storey to storey. (City 

University, 2007) 

5.4 Pavements 

For an effective behaviour of the precast beam slab, it’s necessary that some important aspects 

are fulfilled: (a) to ensure a good support levelling; (b) blocks setting in a way that allow the execution 

of solid reinforced concrete areas, crossed to the precast beams with width up to 10 cm, above the 

precast beams. The space between these areas should not be greater than 2 m; (c) make the solid 

concrete slab in the supports areas, to resist to the negative moments, being this areas object of a 

proper design; (d) under the separating walls which have a relatively high self weight to put two joined 

precast beams with the objective of granting a bigger resistance; (e) to use electro-welded wire mesh 

prescribed in the homologation document; (f) the introduction of suspended loads must be assured by 

proper pieces, built in the pavement during its execution; (g) the openings execution with interruption 

of the precast beams is possible as long as special conditions are assured, like cross ribs where the 

interrupted precast blocks may support themselves, and (h) to humidify the precast beams and blocks 

before the cast in-situ, in order not to absorb water from the concrete. 

6. SEISMIC REHABILITATION 

The purpose of building conservation is the maintenance of the quality level or of the original 

characteristics. The purpose of rehabilitation is generally the improvement of the original quality level 

of the building, or to stop heavy degradation. 

It is known that a significant part of the Portuguese residential patrimonial, for its age, was 

designed and built without taking the adequate consideration for the seismic action, revealing 

important handicaps in their behaviour, not having in most of the cases the necessary resistance. 

Even the low-rise buildings, more recently built, are in the same situation that the previous ones. In 

case of conservation and rehabilitation construction works, two issues may be considered: to assure 

the foreseen security rules for the structure, or to assure the security that the structure was supposed 

to have. 

The structural seismic rehabilitation may be understood as the recovering of its prior seismic 

performance, after the occurrence of structural damages or absence of conservation measurements 

throughout the time, or in order to improve the original seismic performance associated to a non-

existent or inadequate seismic design (Elnashala & Termou, quoted on Coelho, 2003). 

6.1 Mixed masonry and concrete structure reinforcement 

The kinds of structural intervention to the improvement of seismic performance of mixed masonry 

and concrete structures involve: (a) the change of the structure configuration in plan view, in order to 

reduce asymmetries; (b) reinforcement of the connections between crossing walls; (c) reinforcement 

or replacement of the roof structures; (d) reinforcement of the connection between walls and 

pavements or roof; (e) reinforcement and consolidation of the masonry; and (f) foundations 

reinforcement. (Coelho, 2003) 
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6.2 Concrete structure reinforcement  

The most usual structural interventions to improve the seismic behaviour of concrete buildings are 

based on enhancing the structure resistance to horizontal actions or on providing a greater ductility 

(Fardis, 1998). 

The intervention measures for resistance or ductility enhance sometimes consist on the located 

reinforcement of potentially critic members or areas, from the seismic vulnerability perspective. 

Procedures as demolition or non-structural members redesign, which may have a significant influence 

in the structure behaviour, may be taken into account. Foundations reinforcement may also be 

necessary. (Coelho, 2003) 

In a reinforcement solution design it must be guaranteed: (a) that the increase of the bending 

resistance of a member doesn’t make it fragile to a shear failure; (b) the beams reinforcement doesn’t 

transfer the plastic hinges to the columns; (c) the resistant capability in the columns-beams joints;(d) 

the “load flow” continuity, assuring a safe transfer of the inertia forces throughout the members until 

the foundations; (e) the safety of the connections between existing members in the original structure 

and the reinforced ones; and (f) that the reinforced structure doesn’t have the trend to concentrate the 

damages in a non prepared area. (Varum, Costa & Pinto, 2007) 

7. IMPLEMENTATION OF STRUCTURAL REINFORCEMENT – EXAMPLE 

A study is made of an existing low-rise building behaviour, located in the south of Portugal, facing a 

seismic action. Since this building wasn’t designed accordingly with the new rules of Eurocode 8, 

different reinforcement solutions will be put to test. The construction presents the typology of 

reinforced concrete building with precast beams pavement. 

7.1 Information for structural evaluation  

The analysed construction is a residential building with 3 storeys (171,36 m
2
 per storey). Therefore 

it is an importance class II building so as it’s described in part 1 of Eurocode 8. The materials used in 

construction are concrete C20/25 and steel A400NR. 

Concerning the structural system, this is a concrete frame structure with precast beams slabs of 

0,23 m of thickness. The distance between floors is 3m. The foundations are superficial, connected 

around the perimeter by foundation beams. In Figure 7 there are some schemes of the building. 

 
 Figure 7 a) Structural plan view Figure 7 b) Columns alignments 
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 Figure 7 c) West side Figure 7 d) East side 
 

Figure 7: Schemes of the building. 

7.2 Modelling 

The structure under analysis was modelled through finite elements. The columns and the beams 

were modelled with frame elements, while the slabs were modelled with shell and frame elements. 

Regarding the slabs, two modelling possibilities were tested: (a) frame elements for the precast 

beams and shell elements for the concrete; (b) shell elements with a thickness equivalent of solid 

reinforced concrete slab, taking into consideration that it presents bending mainly in one direction. 

7.3 Seismic action quantification 

To simulate the seismic action a linear-elastic analysis was performed, using a commercial 

structural calculation program. The introduction of the seismic action in the model was made using 

elastic response spectrum described in Eurocode 8, and taking into account the values set by the 

national authority (GT-EC8, 2006). 

7.4 Existing structure evaluation 

The natural frequency of the structure is 1,168Hz. 

The verification of damage limitation was made with the expression (4.31) that is in the 4.4.3.2 

point of part 1 in Eurocode 8 (Eurocode 8, 2004). The absolute displacements were obtained through 

the elastic response spectrum for type 1 action because it’s the most severe. In the expression 

referred, h has taken equal to 3m and the value of 0,5 to because it’s an importance class II building. 

It was clear that the damage verification was not satisfied (maximum interstorey drift

). 

For the ultimate limit state verification, through the defined seismic combination in Eurocode 0, 

design values were compared with the resistance in every structural member. The results showed that 

a high number of members didn’t satisfy the verification. 

7.5 Reinforcement intervention 

Once the existing structure was analysed, it was concluded that it hadn’t the earthquake resistant 

capability that is mandatory by the new rules (EC8). Therefore, the reinforcement intervention must 

give the existing structure enough resistance to the seismic action. It should also increase its stiffness 

in a way that the damage limitation state is verified. 

It was chosen to test two kinds of reinforcement solutions, one in which reinforced concrete is used 

and other using steel profiles. In the reinforcement intervention we must consider the existing 

architecture and that the building is inhabited. 
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Figure 8: Reinforcement solutions 
 

7.5.1 Reinforcement with the introducing of concrete walls 

The reinforcement intervention consists in the introduction of structural members in the alignments 

5,6 and 7 (Figure 7 b)) not changing significantly the architecture and maintaining the structural 

symmetry and regularity.  

The shear walls PA are 2.5 m long and 0,25 m wide, while the shear wall PB has the same length 

but is 0,3 m wide (Figure 8). 

Relatively to the structural analysis it was made through the same type of modelling described in 

7.2, having the forces redistribution in order not to reinforce the horizontal members. 

The structure natural frequency is now 2,62Hz. With this solution, the damage limitation as well as 

the ultimate limit state was verified. 

7.5.2 Steel profiles reinforcement 

Steel profiles were put between the columns alignment which didn’t present openings in a way to 

interfere the less possible with the existing architecture. 

The structure natural frequency is now 2,65Hz. The damage limitation was verified. 

Through this analysis, the maximum compression in the steel profile was 692,30 kN, adopting steel 

profiles SHS 100x100x10. Once the design buckling resistance for the profile with the biggest buckling 

length is 696,29 KN, the safety regarding the metallic profiles is verified. 

Beyond the steel profiles, the ultimate limit state verification of existing columns must be checked. 

In the columns where the steel profiles are connected, in spite of not presenting high moment values, 

they have tension that lead to design resistance smaller than design value, being necessary a 

reinforcement of the columns to bending. This way, columns of the alignments 2, 3, 10 and 11 are 

reinforced with profiles L80x80x8 and columns of the alignments 1, 5, 9 and 13 with profiles L50x50x5 

(being put in the four corners of the columns).  

In areas of steel member and column connection there are high shear forces, therefore, choice was 

made to reinforce them only with steel plates in those areas. 

Regarding the beams, in spite of having the forces redistributed, type V3 beams in storeys 1 and 2 

couldn’t verify the ultimate limit state (Figure 7 a)). Therefore, it was chosen to reinforce them with 

steel plates in its inferior side. 

 

 

Figure 8 a) Reinforced building structural plan view using 
the introduction of reinforced concrete structural members. 

 

 

 
 Figure 8 b) Reinforced building using steel profiles 
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7.6 Solutions comparison 

The solution that uses reinforced concrete is the most popular, because of the materials that are 

utilized in the construction of new structures of the typology under analysis. To this solution the 

introduction of concrete walls has the disadvantage of obliging to an intervention at the foundation 

level. The steel profiles reinforcement requires a columns and beams reinforcement. 

Regarding the damage limitation the reinforcement solution using steel members has shown to be 

more efficient. 

In Table 2 cost estimation is presented with the costs associated to each reinforcement solution, 

comparing it to the price estimation to implement a new structure. In this estimation, costs associated 

to the materials for the reinforcements and complementary works were taken into account, as well as 

the costs associated to demolition of some members, namely masonry walls, necessary to the 

reinforcement solutions implementation. 

Table 2: Reinforcement solutions cost estimation 

Solution Costs estimations (€) Covered area [m
2
] [€/m

2
] 

Reinforcement with reinforced concrete 30.446,50 

514,08 

59,23 

Reinforcement with steel profiles 55.495,61 107,95 

Demolition and rebuilding 59.119,20 115,00 

The most cost-effective solution, as it can be seen, is the one that uses reinforced concrete 

members, presenting half the cost of demolition and rebuilding the structure within rules. However, is 

important to point out that the costs estimation is associated only to the structural members costs, and 

therefore, additional costs to the recovering of coverings and other damaged materials in the 

reinforcing solutions, that are inferior to the application of these kinds of materials in a new building. In 

the presented values in the previous table, the cost associated to the foundations reinforcement was 

not included as well. 

In conclusion, an intervention of seismic reinforcement involves a high cost in comparison to a new 

structure (around 50%, to the solution of reinforced concrete members). However, in comparison to 

the total value of the building, it will only represent 10 to 20% of the cost of a new construction. 

8. CONCLUSIONS 

Regarding the seismic vulnerability and the typology seismic behaviour of the studied building, the 

main conclusions were presented in points 3 and 4, by this order.  

It is concluded as well that, using the presented simple conception and building rules, the buildings 

of the studied typology are fit to efficiently resist to the seismic action, without requiring big 

architectural changes. 

Regarding the seismic rehabilitation, the existence of viable solutions that give the structure ability 

to resist to the seismic action is observed. However, the reinforcement intervention may become very 

intrusive, more expensive and generalized, existing the chance of becoming economically unviable. 

The cost added necessary to assure an adequate seismic safety in a new construction is low. 

Therefore, conditions should be provided to include these measures in Portuguese new constructions. 
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